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Wittmann Morstein Riesling GG 2015
[97] Stuart Pigott (Jamessuckling.com) 
Although a bit shy and many years from its 
peak, this is clearly one of the finest dry Ries-
lings of this great vintage. The nose of tropical 
flowers, peaches, and pineapple is subtle and 
enticing. On the palate it’s as deep and con-
centrated as it is delicate and tantalizing. The 
breathtaking finish is as mineral as wine can 
be. Patience will be rewarded. October 19, 2016

[95] Wine Enthusiast  
 — Top 100 Cellar Selections of 2017 (#10) —
Electric acidity and pure, pristine fruit collide in this full-bodied 
Riesling. Dry in style, it offers layers of crisp green melon, apple and 
lime flavors, with a textural density that’s profoundly majestic. While 
beautiful already, its mineral richness should only intensify over the 
next decade. May 2017, December 2017

[95] The Tasting Panel Blue Reviews Online 
Golden color; lush peach nose; smooth, dry and elegant with bright 
peach fruit and rich minerals; ripe and complex with finesse and fine 
length. Biodynamic. February 2017

[94-96] Wine Advocate 
Wittmann’s iconic 2015 Riesling GG Morstein comes along as a lime-
stone rock incarnation of Riesling with concentrated fruits and lemon
perfume on the nose. Fermented in Doppelstück (2,400-liter oak vats), 
the 2015 is cool and herbal on the nose, very chalky, citrus-like and 
beautifully concentrated. It has ripe pineapples aromas and crushed 
rocks. This is extremely well focused, pure and precise. Fresh and salty 
on the palate, this full-bodied and highly elegant 2015 is intense and 
juicy, but also taught and very piquant in the finish. This wine is long, 
persistent, very complex and salty on the finish. There is really good 
tension and grip here and the chalk seems to crumble on the palate. 
A promising and powerful Morstein that will further improve in the 
bottle. This is a Must Have of the 2015 vintage. The acidity is almost 
Mosel-like in its delicacy. The finish has great grip and tension. This is 
great wine. “Morstein is so complex, because we have so many parcels 
here and can compose like how we want. But the central part gives 
great wines in every year.” August 2016

[93] Wine Spectator 
Very zesty, with rich notes of savory green herb flanking the crisp core 
of green apple, dried apricot and nectarine fl avors. Accents of lanolin 
give this a rich texture. Finishes with hints of smoke and spice. Best 
from 2018 through 2024. March 2017

[90] Wine & Spirits 
From a limestone-rich slope facing southeast, this smells like spring 
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in its orange blossom scents and lemon zestiness. It’s tight and floral, 
the slightly peppery alcohol holding the green grape and peach 
flavors in check. The freshness is palate whetting if you open the 
bottle now, but better to hold this another few years while it develops 
complexity. December 2016

Wittmann Aulerde Riesling GG 2015
[94] Wine Enthusiast — Cellar Selection —
Unctuously ripe melon and tangerine aromas turn flintier and 
earthier on the palate in this full-bodied Riesling. It’s dry and densely 
textured, heaving with silken layers of lime and lemon, but vivaciously 
brisk. The finish is long and nuanced, amplified by subtle cardamom 
and sweet spice hints. It’s beautiful now but should improve further 
through at least 2025. May 2017

[93] Stuart Pigott (JamesSuckling.com)
Very attractive nose of a tropical garden after rain with hints of floral 
honey and yellow grapefruit. Generous and juicy, but without a gram 
of fat on the full body. Closes with a long and complex herbal finish. 
October 19, 2016

[92] Wine & Spirits 
From Philipp Wittman’s warmest site, in the gravelly sand at the foot 
of the Kirchspiel vineyard, this is powerful riesling. Acidity propels 
the flavors, so they soar like a rocket of peach notes, narrowing into 
tighter tones of lemon and lime, tracing a precise line. This has the 
structure to develop well in the cellar; it will also cut like a knife 
through smoked salmon cakes at the holidays. December 2016

[91-92] Wine Advocate
The 2015 Riesling GG Aulerde is clear, intense and very aromatic on 
the nose, where warm and ripe stone, pip and tropical fruits (passion 
fruit) are displayed; there are also chalky flavors that come out better 
than in former years. The wine has a stunning freshness, finesse and 
mineral vitality, combining its rich and dense texture with grip and 
piquancy. The finish displays some cooked fruit and stimulating 
passion fruit aromas, but remains clear, dry, firm and fresh. This is 
a stunning Aulerde, given this warm and dry vintage. Probably the 
finest I have ever tasted. “In ripe years, the Aulerde tends to be too fat. 
But in 2015, the acidity (10.6 grams per liter after the fermentation) 
was perfect,” says Philipp Wittmann. August 2016 

[92] Wine Spectator
A fruity style, featuring a mix of peach, Fuji apple and dried pear  
flavors, supported by fresh acidity. Juicy midpalate, with a finish of 
dried ginger and spice. Drink now through 2020. March 2017
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Wittmann Kirchspiel Riesling GG 2015
[95] Wine Spectator
Very minerally and powerfully fruity, with impressive cut to the dried 
apple, lemon-lime and star fruit flavors. Dried herbal notes show mid-
palate leading to a finish that lingers with roasted pineapple details
and rich, spicy accents. March 2017

[94] Wine Enthusiast — Cellar Selection —
Crushed slate and smoke notes linger from nose to finish in this lumi-
nous, mineral wine. It’s gorgeously fruity too, painting the palate with 
alternating streaks of tart lime and lush cantaloupe and tangerine. It’s 
bold, powerful, rich and silken yet scintillating and sheer with acidity. 
Beautiful now, it will improve further over the next decade. May 2017

[93] Stuart Pigott (JamesSuckling.com) 
Subtle aromas of ripe yellow fruit and summer flowers provide the 
introduction for a noble wine that combines great ripeness with uplifit-
ing freshness and intense minerality on the very long finish; long-term  
ageing potential (the 1921 is still very much alive)! October 19, 2016

[91-93] Wine Advocate
This wine opens with a lovely, pure, cool, fresh and smoky lemon 
and Waldmeister flavor over crushed limestones. Piquant, fresh and 
citrus-like on the palate, this is a densely woven, rich, intense and 
powerful Kirchspiel. It has chalk and flesh—intellectual and hedo-
nistic components. The wine is very clear and fresh, combining its 
powerful and chalky nature with tension, freshness and finesse. The 
finish is long and very promising. This is a Riesling to be served with 
food, crustacean perhaps. August 2016  

Wittmann 100 Hills Dry Pinot Blanc 2015
[89] Wine Enthusiast 
Delicate crisp yellow apple and tangerine  
flavors are laced with dusty pollen and 
crushed mineral tones in this dry white.  
While medium bodied, it’s pleasantly creamy 
in texture, brightened by a streak of lemony 
acidity on the finish. May 2017 

Wittmann 100 Hills Dry Riesling 2015
[90] Wine & Spirits — Best Buy —
Philipp Wittman builds this wine from 
estate-grown fruit and grapes purchased from 
farmer-members of Naturland, a group that 
certifies organic viticulture. Hand-picked and 
fermented spontaneously in a 50-50 mix of 
stainless steel tanks and large, neutral wooden 
casks, the 2015 puts spice and mineral tones at 
the forefront, propelled by alcohol and acidity. 
But as the wine lingers, the fruit comes up 
with bell-tone clarity, lasting on peach essence. 

Pour it with food to take off the edges. December 2016

[90] Wine Enthusiast 
Exuberant and fresh, this vivacious dry Riesling is anchored in cutting 
citrus tones of lime, lemon and tangerine. Medium bodied on the 
palate, it’s racy, crystalline style is endlessly quaffable. August 2017

[90] The Tasting Panel Blue Reviews Online 
Juicy and dry with racy citrus and bright acidity; silky and minerally 
with balance and finesse. Biodynamic. February 2017 

[87] Wine Advocate 
From purchased grapes, the 2015 Riesling Dry 100 Hills is a very clear 
and fresh, well-structured, pretty intense and ripe Rheinhessen. It has 
elegance and a nice round fruitiness. The finish is pretty intense and 
grippy. Very good quality. August 2016 

Wittmann Trocken Rosé 2015
[91] Wine Enthusiast 
Intensely concentrated sour cherry and rasp-
berry flavors ripple throughout this lusciously 
textured Pinot Noir rosé. It’s intensely forward 
and fruity yet nuanced with hints of nut, spice 
and toast. Supple and slightly clinging on the 
palate yet briskly structured, it can stand up to 
a wide variety of cuisine and far beyond those 
fleeting summer months. May 2017 

Wittmann Riesling Trocken 2015
[91] The Tasting Panel  
Blue Reviews Online 
Juicy and dry with tangy apple and citrus 
fruit; racy, crisp and long; fresh and balanced. 
Biodynamic. TWISTY. February 2017 

[91] Wine Enthusiast 
Fresh tangerine and lemon aromas turn a 
shade riper on the palate of this approachable 
but elegant dry Riesling. It’s luscious and  

mouthfilling, brightened by tart lime and grapefruit acidity that extends  
through a long finish. August 2017

[90] Wine Spectator 
Offering a custardy aroma and plenty of minerality, this delivers juicy 
acidity in the midpalate, with a firm structure. Lingering notes of 
honeysuckle and spice on the finish.  April 2017

[86] Wine Advocate 
Wittmann’s 2015 Riesling Trocken displays clear, warm and super-ripe. 
white fruit aromas along with sweet blossom and floral flavors on 
the nose. Round and quite powerful on the palate, but also pure and 
mineral, this is a rich and fruitintense wine. This is a good indicator 
what to expect from Wittmann’s 2015 range. There have been cooler 
and fresher vintages at the domaine. August 2016

Continues
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[16.5] Jancis Robinson 
Very intense floral nose and good balance on the palate — not too
austere. Lots to enjoy here. Very fluid and flavorful. May 2016  

Wittmann Westhofener Riesling Trocken 2015
[93] Wine Spectator 
Very rich and elegant, with a slightly airy 
texture to the richly spiced flavors of pastry, 
dried apple and roasted pineapple. Engaging 
notes of shiso and dried sage linger into the 
vibrantly spiced Finish. Drink now through 
2022. March 2017 

[92] Wine Enthusiast 
The Westhofener, one of Wittmann’s more  

accessibly priced offerings, has the same electric acidity and bold, 
linear steel-and-lime strokes as its higher priced siblings. It’s a lighter, 
more delicate wine, however, with crushed mineral tones and tart 
citrus flavors that fall on the palate in a gossamer haze. May 2017

[88] Wine Advocate 
This wine opens very clear, fresh and elegant, with mineral and bright 
fruit aromas on the nose. Pure and elegant on the palate, this is a 
full-bodied and elegant Riesling with a dense and fresh palate. The 
finish is pure, persistently fresh and mineral, with good length.  
August 2016

Wittmann Spätburgunder 2015
[93] Wine Enthusiast  
 — Editors’ Choice — 
Rotwein Spätburgunder Trocken (Rheinhes-
sen). Lavish yet acutely balanced, Wittmann’s 
basic-label Spätburgunder offers deep, ripe 
blackberry and red currant flavors off set by 
bristling acidity. Layers of bramble, toast and 
smoke add complexity to nose and palate, 
along with a reverberating crushed-granite 
finish. Framed by fine, persistent tannins, its 

approachable already but should show beautifully for another decade 
to come. February 2018

[90] Wine & Spirits
Made from pinot noir grown on limestone and farmed biodynamically,  
this is dark and spicy, with a black-cherry richness contrasting its cool 
forest-floor scents. Gravelly tannins give the flavors a steadfast grip, 
turning them toward licorice and plum even as the acidity keeps the 
wine lively. For a steak. February 2018

Wittmann Westhofener Brunnenhäuschen Riesling 
Trocken 2015
[93] Wine Enthusiast
Crushed slate and salty mineral tones pepper this intensely citrusy 
dry white. It’s dry, bold and silken-textured, yet hits the palate with 
laser-like lemon, lime and tart tangerine fruit. The finish is long and 
meandering, accented by a murmur of lime pith astringency. May 2017

Wittmann Brunnenhäuschen Riesling GG 2015
[93-95] Wine Advocate
The 2015 Riesling GG Brunnenhäuschen offers a beautiful, clear, deep 
and complex nose that is pure, fresh and cool; it is very precise and 
elegant, as well as floral and stony. This has a unique style. On the 
palate, this is a clear, precise and electrifying Riesling with purity, lots 
of tension and minerality. The finish is lean, piquant, very long and 
precise, with a long and stimulating finish. This is a great wine. The 
chalk comes along finely grained and dusty, and the overall texture is 
silky, but the finish is almost crystalline in its precision and salinity. 
This is a benchmark Riesling trocken for 2015, at least in Southern 
Rheinhessen. The finish reveals some alcohol and overripe fruits, but 
also purity and piquancy. Like the Morstein, the Brunnenhäuschen is 
from a higher plot and gives cooler aromas. August 2016

[94] Stuart Pigott (JamesSuckling.com)
The honeysuckle and ripe cantaloupe aromas make this a very  
attractive wine. In spite of the considerable depth, it remains rather 
sleek and super-elegant until the turbo kicks in with a super-long 
finish. October 19, 2016

[94] Wine Spectator
Crunchy, featuring snappy dried apple, green pear and lemon bar 
flavors and accents of verbena and thyme, providing an elegant 
mouthfeel. The powerful and fresh finish is minerally, showing hints 
of white pepper. March 2017

[93] Wine Enthusiast 
Crushed slate and salty mineral tones pepper this intensely citrusy 
dry white. It’s dry, bold and silken-textured, yet hits the palate with 
laser-like lemon, lime and tart tangerine fruit. The finish is long and 
meandering, accented by a murmur of lime pith astringency. May 2017


